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Abstract

Voice biometric systems based on automatic speaker verifica-
tion (ASV) are exposed to spoofing attacks which may com-
promise their security. To increase the robustness against such
attacks, anti-spoofing systems have been proposed for the de-
tection of replay, synthesis and voice conversion based attacks.
This paper summarizes the work carried out for the first author’s
PhD Thesis, which focused on the development of robust bio-
metric systems which are able to detect zero-effort, spoofing and
adversarial attacks. First, we propose a gated recurrent convolu-
tional neural network (GRCNN) for detecting both logical and
physical access spoofing attacks. Second, we propose a new
loss function for training neural networks classifiers based on
a probabilistic framework known as kernel density estimation
(KDE). Third, we propose a top-performing integration of ASV
and anti-spoofing systems with a new loss function which tries
to optimize the whole voice biometric system on an expected
range of operating points. Finally, we propose a generative ad-
versarial network (GAN) for generating adversarial spoofing at-
tacks in order to use them as a defense for building higher ro-
bust voice biometric systems. Experimental results show that
the proposed techniques outperform many other state-of-the-art
systems trained and evaluated in the same conditions with stan-
dard public datasets.
Index Terms: voice biometrics, automatic speaker verification,
anti-spoofing, loss function, deep neural networks.

1. Introduction
In a world becoming more and more digital, the need for robust
authentication methods enabling the secured access to resources
and systems is becoming crucial. In early stages, the identity
management systems have relied on cryptographic methods re-
quiring the users to remember a password, store cards or even
a combination of both to prove their identity. As opposed to
these authentication methods, a more natural alternative for hu-
man identification or verification is that based on physiological
(fingerprint, face, iris, etc) or behavioral (voice, gait, signature,
etc) attributes of individuals known as biometrics [1]. This pa-
per summarizes the work carried out for the first author’s PhD
Thesis, entitled ”Robust speaker verification systems based on
deep neural networks” [2], which focused on voice biometric
systems for human verification. This type of biometrics is also
known as automatic speaker verification (ASV) [3].
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ASV systems are vulnerable to security threats. In this
sense, there are two main types of voice biometric attacks:
(i) zero-effort attacks, where a non-enrolled speaker utters
bonafide speech in order to try to gain access as an enrolled
speaker; and (ii) spoofing attacks, where an impostor tries to
gain fraudulent access by presenting speech resembling the
voice of a genuine enrolled speaker. The vulnerability of ASV
systems to malicious spoofing attacks is a serious concern nowa-
days, since an impostor can easily present a pre-recorded voice
of an enrolled user (replay spoofing attack), generate artificial
voice resembling the voice of an enrolled user (text-to-speech
(TTS) spoofing attack), or transform the voice recording of a
given speaker so that it sounds as that from an enrolled speaker
without changing the phonetic content of the recording (voice
conversion (VC) spoofing attack).

Moreover, the spoofing attacks can be presented to the
ASV system according to two different scenarios: logical ac-
cess (LA) and physical access (PA). In the PA attack scenario,
the spoofing signal is presented to or captured by the sen-
sor, i.e., the microphone. Whilst, in the LA attack scenario,
the sensor is by-passed and attacks are directly injected into
the ASV system, typically generated using TTS or VC tech-
nologies. Anti-spoofing or presentation attack detection (PAD
in ISO/IEC 30107 nomenclature [4]) systems for ASV have
gained increased attention in recent years.

The first objective of this Ph.D. Thesis was to develop
robust anti-spoofing systems based on deep neural networks
(DNNs) which are able to detect both LA and PA based spoofing
attacks under clean and noisy acoustic conditions. The second
one was to develop new loss functions which allow the anti-
spoofing system to generalize well against unseen spoofing at-
tacks during evaluation. The third goal was to integrate ASV
and anti-spoofing subsystems in order to optimize the whole
voice biometric system in an expected range of operating points.
The last main objective was to make the voice biometric system
more robust against adversarial spoofing attacks [5, 6].

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
summarizes the main proposed methods in this Ph.D. Thesis.
Section 3 describes the experimental results. Finally, Section 4
outlines the conclusions derived from this Ph.D. Thesis.

2. Main Thesis Contributions
This sections describes the four main proposed methods in order
to develop robust voice biometric systems.

2.1. Gated Recurrent Convolutional Neural Network

The first contribution of this thesis was the proposal of a new
neural network architecture called Gated Recurrent Convolu-
tional Neural Network (GRCNN) as a deep feature extractor
for spoofing detection. In a GRCNN, the dense layers inside
the gated recurrent unit (GRU) cells are replaced with convo-
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Figure 1: Block diagram of the proposed Gated Recurrent Con-
volutional Neural Network (GRCNN).

lutions in order to extract more discriminative features. Thus,
we expect to combine the ability of the convolutional layers for
extracting discriminative features at frame level with the capac-
ity of recurrent neural networks (RNNs) for learning long-term
dependencies of the subsequent deep features. Then, this ar-
chitecture is able to integrate the extraction of frame-level deep
features and the utterance-level embedding vector into a single
neural network.

A block diagram of the proposed GRCNN architecture is
shown in Fig. 1. At each time step, the GRCNN processes a
context window of W consecutive frames. This context win-
dow moves forward δ frames on every time step, so that the total
number of time steps of the GRCNN is (T −W )/δ, where T is
the number of frames of the utterance being processed. More-
over, the GRCNN has N recurrent layers. This architecture acts
as a classifier whose task is to determine whether the input ut-
terance is either genuine or belongs to one of the K spoofing
attacks included in the training set (S1, S2, ..., SK ). In order to
do this, the output of the last time step and last recurrent layer
is fed to a fully connected layer with maxout activation to ob-
tain the spoofing identity vector of the whole utterance. During
the training phase, this identity vector is finally passed through
another fully connected layer with softmax activation of K + 1
neurons to discriminate between the genuine and the K spoof-
ing classes. More details of the proposed architecture as well as
the proposed features to handle noisy acoustic conditions can be
found in [7]. More recently, we also proposed a variant of this
architecture called Light Convolutional Gated Recurrent Neural
Network (LC-GRNN) in [8] which replaces the maxout activa-
tion by the max-feature-map (MFM) activation [9].

2.2. Kernel Density Estimation based Loss Function

The second main contribution of this thesis was a new loss func-
tion in order to improve the generalization of DNN-based anti-
spoofing systems against unseen spoofing attacks. The proposed
loss function requires that every training mini-batch has N×M
utterances from the N different training classes (genuine class
and N − 1 spoofing attacks), and each class is represented with
M utterances. Thus, each utterance i (1 ≤ i ≤ M) from the
training class j (1 ≤ j ≤ N), represented by its sequence of
feature vectors Xji, is fed into a neural network (Θ) in order to
obtain the embedding vector eji = g(Xji;Θ).

Let the embedding vectors from the k-th training class
ek1, ..., ekM ∈ Rq be independent and identically distributed
random samples from an unknown distribution fk(e). The es-

timation of its multivariate probability density function using
KDE [10] with a Gaussian kernel can be computed as,

f̂k(e) =
1

M

M∑

m=1

N (e;µk = ekm,Σk = σ2
k · I), (1)

where µk and Σk are the mean vector and covariance matrix of
the Gaussian distribution N (·), I is the identity matrix, and σ2

k

represents the bandwidth of the KDE model for class k. Every
class has its corresponding bandwidth, which is a learnable pa-
rameter that is constrained to be positive (σ2

k > 0). In this way,
the kernel density estimator f̂k(e) places a probability mass at
each observation embedding ekm according to a Gaussian prob-
ability model.

Once all the probability density functions of the training
mini-batch have been built, they are evaluated for every embed-
ding belonging to that mini-batch. That is, all possible f̂k(eji)
(k, j = 1, ...N ; i = 1, ...,M) are computed. Then, these prob-
abilities are arranged in the following log-likelihood matrix:
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The softmax loss can be directly applied to KDE using the
log likelihood matrix, such that:

LKDE-softmax =
N∑

j=1

M∑

i=1

[
− Lji,j + log

N∑

k=1

exp
(
Lji,k

)]
. (3)

This loss function tries to increase the probability of each em-
bedding belonging to its true class, while minimizing the prob-
ability of the embedding belonging to the rest of the classes.

Similarly, we propose in [11] a KDE-based contrast loss
and a KDE-based triplet loss, and we show that they are a gen-
eralization of other well-known loss functions of the literature.

2.3. Integration of ASV and Anti-spoofing Systems in the
Embedding Space

Our third contribution was a new early-integration technique
based on a DNN which processes embeddings computed by
ASV and PAD systems jointly. As embeddings extracted by
ASV and PAD systems share the bonafide subspace, the pro-
posed system exploits this fact in order to better discriminate be-
tween bonafide target speech and zero-effort impostors or spoof-
ing attacks.

The diagram system of the proposed integration is depicted
in Fig. 2, where the input for feeding the integration neural net-
work is formed by the concatenation of three embeddings: LA,
PA and ASV embeddings. The proposed approach is agnostic
about the type of spoofing attack (TTS, VC or replay attacks)
that it might encounter, since it is composed of two independent
PAD systems for detecting LA and PA-based attacks, respec-
tively. Thus, the LA and PA embeddings are directly extracted
from the spectral features of the test utterance using these two
PAD systems. In addition, the single ASV embedding combines
the speaker information of both the enrollment and test utter-
ances since it is extracted from the last fully connected layer
of a b-vector system [12], which contains information about
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Figure 2: System overview of the proposed integration neural network framework for classifying a pair of enrollment and test utterances
into one of the three integration classes: (i) bonafide speech, (ii) zero-effort attack, and (iii) spoofing attack.

whether the test and enrollment utterances are uttered by the
same speaker or not.

The ASV system is based on the extraction of x-vectors
[13] which processes the Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients
(MFCCs) of the enrollment and test utterances, while the PAD
systems are based on the proposed GRCNN [8, 7] which pro-
cesses the short time Fourier transform (STFT) based features
of the test utterance. As can be seen in Fig. 2, the architecture of
the integration neural network consists of three fully connected
layers and one output layer made up of three neurons whose
values represent the likelihood of the test utterance belonging
to each one of the three voice biometric classes: (i) genuine
target or bonafide speech, (ii) genuine non-target or zero-effort
attack, and (iii) spoofing attack. More details of this method as
well as the proposed loss function to optimize it can be found in
[14].

2.4. Generative Adversarial Network for Biometric Anti-
spoofing

The last main contribution of this thesis was the proposal of
a generative adversarial network for biometric anti-spoofing
(GANBA) in order to generate adversarial spoofing attacks and,
at the same time, train the anti-spoofing system for making it
more robust against this type of attacks. Adversarial spoofing
attacks can be generated by adding a minimally perceptible per-
turbation to the input spectrum features so that the anti-spoofing
system misclassifies it as bonafide. However, the ASV system
might be able to detect the added perturbation and classify the
utterance as a voice biometric attack. This key point has not
been studied yet when generating adversarial spoofing attacks.

The proposed GANBA framework employs the whole voice
biometric system for attacking and defending it iteratively on
each training step. The PAD and ASV models of the proposed
GANBA provides either a probability distribution across the
bonafide and spoofing class labels (white-box scenario) or just a
binary decision indicating whether the test utterance is accepted
or rejected by the biometric system (black-box scenario). In
both scenarios, the goal of the proposed GANBA generator is
to provide high quality adversarial spoofing attacks from spoof-
ing speech able to fool the anti-spoofing system while unde-
tected by the ASV subsystem (that is, the speaker information
contained in the utterance is not modified). In contrast, the ob-
jective of the GANBA discriminator (complete voice biometric
system) is to detect both the original1 and adversarial spoofing
attacks. More details of this technique can be found in [15].

1We refer as the original spoofing attacks as those spoofing attacks of
the test dataset which are not modified by any adversarial perturbation.

Table 1: Comparison of single anti-spoofing systems perfor-
mance on the ASVspoof 2019 logical and physical access test
sets in terms of pooled EER(%) and min-tDCF.

System
EER (%) / min-tDCF

Logical Access Physical Access

Baseline: CQCC + GMM [16] 9.57 / 0.2366 11.04 / 0.2454

Baseline: LFCC + GMM [16] 8.09 / 0.2116 13.54 / 0.3016

STFT + LCNN + AM [17] 4.53 / 0.1028 -
CQT + LCNN + AM [17] - 1.23 / 0.0295

TDNN + Softmax [18] 8.44 / 0.2251 -
SincNet + Softmax [19] 20.11 / 0.3563 2.11 / 0.0527

ResNet + Softmax [20] 7.69 / 0.2166 4.43 / 0.1070

LC-GRNN + Softmax 6.28 / 0.1523 2.23 / 0.0614

LC-GRNN + KDE - Softmax 3.77 / 0.0842 1.06 / 0.0222

LC-GRNN + KDE - Soft. + Cont. 3.39 / 0.0805 0.97 / 0.0210

LC-GRNN + KDE - Triplet 3.03 /0.0776 0.92 /0.0198

3. Experimental Results
This section summarizes the main results obtained on the ex-
periments for each main contribution presented in Section 2.

Table 1 compares the performance attained with the pro-
posed KDE based loss functions on the ASVspoof 2019
database using the proposed LC-GRNN architecture and other
state-of-the-art single anti-spoofing systems from the literature.
First, we can see that the proposed LC-GRNN trained with the
classical softmax loss outperforms other top-performing sin-
gle systems presented to the ASVspoof 2019 Challenge [16].
Moreover, our proposed system trained with the proposed KDE
based loss functions significantly outperforms the baseline anti-
spoofing systems released with this database (CQCC + GMM
and LFCC + GMM), as well as the other top performing single
systems in both the LA and PA scenarios. In order to check the
effectiveness of the proposed KDE-based loss, we can see that
the LC-GRNN trained with the KDE-based softmax loss yields
a 2.51% and 1.17% lower pooled EER than the same LC-GRNN
system trained with the classical softmax loss in both the LA
and PA scenarios, respectively.

Fig. 3 shows the detection error trade-off (DET) curves of
the proposed integration neural network, which is optimized us-
ing the proposed area under the expected performance curve
(AUE) [21] loss function, as well as the DET curves of other
state-of-the-art integration systems [22, 23, 24, 25] evaluated in
the LA test set of the ASVspoof 2019 database. It can be seen
that the proposed integration neural network (blue curve) out-
performs the other integration techniques in almost the whole
range of operating points.
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Table 2: Results of the TDNN + PLDA / LCNN biometric system evaluated on the ASVspoof 2019 logical access (LA) and physical
access (PA) test datasets in terms of EERPAD(%), EERASV(%), EERjoint(%) and min-tDCF. (*) The EERASV metric is evaluated including
both bonafide and spoofing utterances.

Adv. Attacks / Defenses Logical Access Attacks Physical Access Attacks

Adv. Attack Adv. Defense EERPAD(%) EERASV(%) EERjoint(%) min-tDCF EERPAD(%) EERASV(%) EERjoint(%) min-tDCF

No Processing No Processing 5.85 30.58* 19.87 0.1237 4.62 18.43* 13.12 0.1221

PGD Adv. Train PGD 8.07 30.89* 23.12 0.1502 7.82 18.07* 16.19 0.1476

GANBA Adv. Train PGD 17.65 29.87* 38.39 0.3009 15.03 17.10* 34.32 0.2893

PGD Adv. Train GANBA 5.33 30.44* 19.22 0.1204 4.22 18.31* 12.34 0.1121

GANBA Adv. Train GANBA 5.45 30.66* 19.66 0.1222 4.37 18.72* 12.48 0.1145

PGD PAD from GANBA 4.46 30.74* 18.15 0.1056 3.53 18.31* 11.24 0.0996

GANBA PAD from GANBA 4.75 30.62* 18.53 0.1079 3.68 18.56* 11.36 0.1015

Figure 3: Detection Error Tradeoff (DET) curves of different
integration systems evaluated in the logical access evaluation
set of the ASVspoof 2019 database.

Table 2 is divided into three sections separated by horizon-
tal lines. The first row shows the performance metrics of a state-
of-the-art LCNN (PAD) and x-vectors (ASV) biometric system
without being exposed to any adversarial spoofing attacks for
the sake of comparison with the rest of attack-defense com-
binations. The next four rows show the performance metrics
of the same biometric system evaluated after applying a differ-
ent attack-defense combination: (i) the attack technique is one
of two types of adversarial spoofing attacks (projected gradi-
ent descent (PGD) [26] or the proposed GANBA); and (ii) the
defense technique consists of applying adversarial training us-
ing the generated adversarial spoofing attacks of one of the two
black-box attack techniques (PGD or GANBA). Also, the two
last rows of Table 2 show the performance metrics of the bio-
metric system when it is attacked by one type of adversarial
spoofing attack (PGD or GANBA) and, at the same time, it is
defended by using the PAD discriminator trained with the pro-
posed GANBA framework.

As it is shown in Table 2, the adversarial training defense
technique which uses the generated GANBA attacks signifi-
cantly outperforms the adversarial training defense technique
which uses the PGD attacks by more than 3% of absolute
EERjoint in both the PA and LA scenarios. However, the pro-
posed GANBA adversarial spoofing attacks are not effectively
detected when using adversarial training with the PGD attacks,
since the EERjoint is more than 34% in both the PA and LA sce-

narios. This result highlights the effectiveness of the proposed
GANBA attacks.

Moreover, the best defense technique is that of using the
PAD discriminator trained with the proposed GANBA frame-
work which outperforms the adversarial training defense tech-
nique in all cases. It is even able to significantly improve the
results of the baseline biometric system which is not exposed to
any adversarial spoofing attacks by 1.96% and 2.13% of abso-
lute EERjoint in the PA and LA scenarios, respectively. This
means that the trained PAD discriminator with the proposed
GANBA framework is not only helpful for detecting adversar-
ial spoofing attacks but also allows to better generalize for de-
tecting the original spoofing attacks of the ASVspoof 2019 test
dataset.

4. Conclusions
The main contributions of this Ph.D. Thesis are the follow-
ing. First, the GRCNN architecture and its variant LC-GRNN
have been proposed to integrate the extraction of discriminative
frame- and utterance-level embeddings into a single network. It
was shown to be one of the best top performing anti-spoofing
single systems in the ASVspoof 2019 Challenge [16]. Sec-
ond, the proposed KDE-based loss functions allow the training
classes to be completely represented by all the samples within
the mini-batch, by estimating a pdf per class which places a
probability mass at every embedding sample. Although we have
only shown its effectiveness for a spoofing detection task, we
think that this new concept of loss function can be also applied
to any DNN-based classifier or embedding extractor. Third,
the proposed integration neural network for building a complete
voice biometric system has shown to be better than other state-
of-the-art integration systems for most of the range of operating
points. Finally, the novel GANBA framework is able to gen-
erate high quality adversarial spoofing attacks, and at the same
time, it is a defense for making the voice biometric system more
robust against this type of attacks.

In terms of articles, from research directly output from this
Ph.D. Thesis, we published four journal articles [7, 11, 14, 15]
with a JCR impact factor of 3.4 (D1), 3.4 (Q2), 7.2 (D1) and
2.7 (Q2), respectively. Also, four international conference pa-
pers [27, 28, 8, 29] were published. Two of the journal articles
[7, 14] were awarded as the best and the second best journal
student articles of the RTTH group in 2020 and 2021, respec-
tively. Also, the conference paper [29] was awarded as the best
paper of the IberSpeech 2021 conference. In total, the published
papers sum more than 200 citations until now.
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